


FISSLER | PRESSURE COOKERS

183 184

FISSLER | VITAQUICK

Innovative traffic light system 
that makes it easy to monitor 

the cooking process.
Operating button with locking 
display for safe handling.

Positioning aid to help put the 
lid in exactly the right spot.

Multi-functional control valve 
for simple operation

The conical shape allows 
stackable storage

Cookstar all-stove base for perfect 
heat absorption, distribution and 

retention. Suitable for all stove types.

Simply brilliant.

Cooking with pressure means minimum work and maximum advantage.

Fissler has re-interpreted the ingenious principle of cooking foods under pressure at high temperatures with it’s vitavit  pressure 

cookers. 

Advantage 1: Saving time

Cooking with a pressure cooker or a pressure skillet takes much less time than conventional cooking. This is because the high pressure that 
builds up in the tightly closed pressure cooker raises the boiling point of water. So you can cook at high temperatures of 110° to 116° - ideal 
for reducing the cooking time by as much as 70 percent!

Advantage 2: Serving more vitamins

As a result of the short cooking times and gentle cooking method, with the oxygen removed, the pressure cooker preserves more vitamins 
and minerals.

Advantage 3: Intense flavour

Since pressure cooking means short cooking times and the removal of oxygen, the original flavour of the foods and their natural colours are 
preserved to a much greater extent than conventional cooking. You can see and taste the results!

Advantage 4: Saving energy

Pressure cookers use energy much more efficiently than conventional pots. As a result of the shortened cooking times, energy consumption 
can easily be reduced by as much as 50%

Fissler vitaquick® is so versatile that almost anything can be cooked in it – gently prepared vegetables, stewed meat, or 

aromatic rice. The pressure cooker is very popular for preparing baby food and is even induction-compatible. 

Removable handle: For easy cleaning.

For simple positioning of the lid.
Positioning aid: Locking status:

Allows you to see and hear whether the 
cooker is firmly locked.

With two markings, for gentle and speed 
settings.

Large indicator:

The encapsulated superthermic 6mm base can be used on all 
kinds of stoves, even induction, and ensures optimal heat 
absorption, distribution and retention.

Cooking fun included.
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41957
Pressure Cooker Unperforated Insert with Tripod

260MM DIA

41956
Pressure Cooker Perforated Insert with Tripod

260MM DIA

41983
Silicone Gasket

260MM DIA
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FISSLER | VITAQUICK

Vitaquick Pressure Cooker

Vitaquick Pressure Cooker

41951
· Without perforated insert or tripod

6L - 220MM DIA

Vitaquick Pressure Cooker

41952
· Without perforated insert or tripod

8L - 260MM DIA
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41954
Pressure Cooker Perforated Insert with Tripod

220MM DIA

41955
Pressure Cooker Unperforated Insert with Tripod

220MM DIA

41953
· Without perforated insert or tripod

10L - 260MM DIA

41957
Pressure Cooker Unperforated Insert with Tripod

260MM DIA

41956
Pressure Cooker Perforated Insert with Tripod

260MM DIA

41983
Silicone Gasket

260MM DIA

41982
Silicone Gasket

220MM DIA


